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Abstract—In this article, we propose Failure-atomic Byte-addressable R-tree (FBR-tree) that leverages the byte-addressability,

persistence, and high performance of persistent memory while guaranteeing the crash consistency. We carefully control the order of

store and cacheline flush instructions and prevent any single store instruction from making an FBR-tree inconsistent and

unrecoverable. We also develop a non-blocking lock-free range query algorithm for FBR-tree. Since FBR-tree allows read transactions

to detect and ignore any transient inconsistent states, multiple read transactions can concurrently access tree nodes without using

shared locks while other write transactions are making changes to them. Our performance study shows that FBR-tree successfully

reduces the legacy logging overhead and the lock-free range query algorithm shows up to 2.6x higher query processing throughput

than the shared lock-based crabbing concurrency protocol.
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1 INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in byte-addressable persistent memo-
ries (PM) such as 3D Xpoint [19], phase-change mem-

ory [54], and STT-MRAM [16] are expected to open up new
opportunities to transform main memory from volatile
device to persistent storage [8], [21], [26], [43], [44], [47],
[49], [55], [58]. Due to its persistency and byte-addressabil-
ity, PM can be used either as slow but large main memory
or as fast secondary storage via legacy block I/O interfa-
ces [4], [6], [8], [17], [24], [32], [39], [40], [57]. To leverage the
high performance, persistence, and byte-addressability of
PM, various opportunities are being pursued in numerous
domains, including operating systems and database sys-
tems [24], [33], [45]. However, how PM will interact with
existing systems has not been thoroughly investigated, and
a possible role of PM for multidimensional spatial objects is
currently an open question. In this work, we study how R-
tree, one of the most popular data structures for multidi-
mensional datasets, can benefit from PM.

To manage data structures in PM, the properties of PM
must be considered. Although we can employ traditional
techniques, such as logging and shadowing when designing
data structures for PM, they may duplicate unmodified por-
tions of data structures, which incurs significant overhead
due to additional memory writes and cache line flush
instructions. Implementing byte-addressable data struc-
tures for PM has very different characteristics from disk-
based data structures as well as in-memory data structures.
First, there is no guarantee that when modified dirty cache-
lines will be written back to PM. Even if we do not explicitly
call clflush instructions, dirty cache lines can be flushed by
cache replacement mechanisms. Such a premature cacheline
flush can make data structures in PM inconsistent, and such
inconsistency becomes permanent and exposed to other
processes when a system crashes. Second, when processors
store data in PM, they guarantee at most 8 bytes of data to
be written atomically. Most data structures consist of logical
blocks of composite data types; thus, failure-atomicity at a
granularity of 8 bytes is not sufficient to guarantee crash
consistency. Third, multiple write operations may not occur
in the same order as they are written by a process running
on the CPU. Such reordering of memory writes does not
harm in volatile memory because applications that make
changes to volatile memory can protect the inconsistent
data via locking mechanisms, and partially written data
will be lost when a system crashes. However, if we store
data objects on PM, such transient inconsistent data written
in an arbitrary order will persist across system failures.

To address these challenges associated with a fine-
grained write unit in PM, various block-based indexing
structures, such as B+-trees [4], [18], [49], [56] and hash
tables [38], [59], [60] have been redesigned. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no previous study has attempted to
design multidimensional indexing structures for byte-
addressable persistent memory.
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Multidimensional range queries are an important class of
problems in database systems, computer graphics, geo-
graphic information systems, and high-performance com-
puting [2], [7], [9], [10], [12], [22], [28], [34], [36], [37], [48],
[50]. In many scientific domains, the size of data files pro-
duced by scientific applications continue to grow, and peta-
bytes or exabytes of data will soon be common. Typically,
the content of scientific data files are a collection of multidi-
mensional arrays along with the associated spatio-temporal
coordinates [2], [5], [28], [36]. To help navigating through
large scientific datasets, various multidimensional indexing
techniques, such as R-trees [13], [29], have been developed
and used widely to allow direct access to particular data-
sets [11], [12], [35], [37], [42], [53]. For example, multiphysics
oil reservoir simulation [27], spatial modeling of the
brain [48], and disease transmission analysis [5] employ
multidimensional indexes to accelerate range query proc-
essing performance. For large-scale scientific datasets, per-
sistent memory offers the ability to bring persistent data
closer to the CPU and to extend the capacity of main mem-
ory. We note that Intel’s latest Optane DC Persistent Mem-
ory [19] extends the capacity of DRAM and enables very
large storage class memory, i.e., 3 TBytes of memory capac-
ity per server CPU socket.

In this work, we design and implement a variant of an R-
tree for byte-addressable PM. Byte-addressable PM raises
new challenges in the use of R-trees because legacy R-tree
operations are based on the assumption that block I/O is
failure-atomic and memory operations are volatile. How-
ever, in PM, each memory operation at the granularity of a
word, e.g., 8 byte, must be failure-atomic, i.e., data must be
consistent for each store instruction. Otherwise, partially
updated inconsistent tree nodes can be exposed to other
transactions upon system failures, or to other concurrent
read transactions if lock-free search is enabled. To prevent
the reordering of memory write operations and to ensure
that each cacheline flush to PM does not compromise the
consistency of R-tree structures, we carefully redesign R-
tree algorithms to control the order of memory writes and
cacheline flushes so that R-tree can tolerate transient incon-
sistency [18] caused by incomplete write transactions.

The key contributions of this work are as follows.

� We design and implement byte-addressable and fail-
ure-atomic algorithms for multidimensional R-tree
optimized for PM. The insert and delete algorithms
consist of a sequence of 8-byte store instructions,
each of which preserves R-tree invariants.

� Wepresent a novel in-place rebalancing with byte-address-
ablemetadata-only logging algorithm forR-tree node split
and merge operations, and compare it against copy-on-
write (CoW)-based rebalancing algorithm.

� We show that fine-grained control of failure-atomic
8-byte store instructions enables the lock-free search
for R-trees on PM. Non-blocking queries on R-trees
significantly improve the concurrency level and
transaction throughput by up to 13.5x.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the challenges involved in designing a
R-tree index on PM. In Section 3, we present the design and
implementation of failure-atomic and byte-addressable

persistent R-tree (FBR-tree). In Sections 4 and 4.3, we dis-
cuss concurrency and consistency issues associated with an
FBR-tree. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of FBR-
trees. Conclusion of this paper is presented in Section 6.

2 CHALLENGES IN DESIGN OF INDEXING TREES
FOR PERSISTENT MEMORY

R-tree structures are similar to B-tree structures in that both
structures are balanced search trees and are designed for
block device storage where data items are organized in
pages. Although, to the best of our knowledge, there exists
no prior work that studies multidimensional indexing trees
on PM, various B-tree variants for PM have been proposed
to resolve the challenges of PM and benefit from its high-
performance [4], [18], [41], [56].

One of the invariants of legacy B-trees is that the key-
value pairs in each tree node are stored in sorted order. This
invariant entails a large number of shifts and cache line
flushes. In the legacy disk-based index, the overhead of a
large number of shifts and cacheline flushes is negligible
due to incomparably large disk I/O overhead. However, in
high-performance PM, the overhead of memory barriers
and cacheline flushes is known to be the dominant perfor-
mance factor [4], [18], [41], [45], [49], [56]. To avoid such a
large number of shifts and cacheline flushes, NV-tree [56],
FP-tree [41], and wB+-tree [4] proposed to append unsorted
key-value pairs into the array. The append-only update
strategy has been shown to improve write performance, but
at the cost of higher lookup overhead because it requires lin-
ear scanning of all unsorted keys [18].

R-tree is different from B-tree in that a tree node of R-tree
stores a set of Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR)
instead of an array of sorted keys. That is, unlike B-trees, R-
trees do not require the multidimensional MBRs to be geo-
metrically sorted. Instead, R-tree requires each MBR to
enclose all the MBRs of its corresponding sub-tree. I.e., one
of the invariants of R-tree is the hierarchical enclosure rela-
tions of MBRs. Such an invariant is required for multidi-
mensional queries. That is, a search for multidimensional
objects has to visit all sub-trees whose associated MBRs
overlap the given point. This invariant puts a unique chal-
lenge on designing a failure-atomic byte-addressable R-
trees. I.e., unlike B-trees where each query traverses the tree
structure in a top-down manner, R-tree queries backtrack to
the previously visited parent nodes. I.e., if a query overlaps
multiple MBRs in an R-tree node, all the corresponding
child nodes must be visited in a depth first order. When a
leaf node is reached, the spatial coordinates of objects in the
leaf node are compared against the query range, and their
objects are put into the result set if they lie within the search
range. Since an R-tree query scans all MBRs in a visited
node, the ordering of MBRs in a tree node does not affect
the performance of an R-tree search.

When rebalancing a tree-structured index, recovery
methods, such as logging and CoW, make the structure
recoverable by writing a consistent copy elsewhere prior to
updating the tree structure. However, in byte-addressable
PM, such per-node logging or per-node CoW is known to
be expensive and sub-optimal because it unnecessarily
duplicates the entire tree node, including the unmodified
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portion of it. To resolve this problem, NV-tree [56] and FP-
tree [41] use selective persistence that keeps leaf nodes in PM
but internal nodes in volatile DRAM. This is because inter-
nal tree nodes can be reconstructed from scratch when a
system restarts. Although the selective persistence makes
logging unnecessary, it requires reconstruction of whole
tree structures upon any system fault. In that regard, NV-
tree and FP-tree are not persistent indexes in strict sense.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF FBR-TREE
FOR PM

In this section, we present the details of the tree node struc-
ture and tree operations of the proposed Failure-atomic and
Byte-addressable R-tree optimized for PM with reduced
consistency cost.

3.1 Node Structure

Fig. 1 shows the structure of FBR-tree nodes. If the metadata
size is bounded by an 8-byte word, as shown in Fig. 1a, we can
update the metadata in a failure-atomic manner with a single
8-byte store instruction. Each bit in the bitmap indicates
whether its corresponding MBR and pointer are valid. If the
kth bit is 0, a pair of MBR[k] and its pointer in the node is a free
space. Otherwise, the MBR and the pointer are valid and con-
sistent. Therefore, themaximumnumber ofMBRswe can store
in a tree node with 8-byte metadata is limited to 55. Note that
we use one bit to store the type of tree node (leaf (LN) or inter-
nal node (IN)) and one byte to store the version number, which
is necessary to implement a lock-free search algorithm, which
we will describe in Section 4.1. The rest of metadata is bitmap.
Alternatively, the bitmap size can be set arbitrarily large to
have node degrees greater than 55, as shown in Fig. 1b. If we
use metadata larger than an 8-byte word, explicit bitmap log-
ging becomes necessary because the bitmap that spans across
multiple 8-byte words cannot be modified atomically. That is,
word B in Fig. 1b can be unexpectedly flushed to PMwhile we
are updating word A in CPU cache. To prevent such premature
flush, we may employ hardware transactional memory to

implement an atomic multi-word write function; however,
hardware transactional memory incurs additional over-
head [18] and requires specialized hardware. We note that the
node size depends on the dimension of MBRs. With two-
dimensional and three-dimensional MBRs, the node size with
8-bytemetadata is about 2 KB and 4KB, respectively.

3.2 Failure-Atomic Insertion

When inserting a new spatial object into an R-tree, the R-tree is
traversed recursively from the root node to a leaf node. At
each node, a candidate child node is selected using a legacy
heuristic, such as the least enlargement algorithm [13]. If the cho-
sen MBR does not completely overlap the new spatial object,
theMBRmust be enlarged to contain the newobject, as shown
in Fig. 2a. In legacy disk-based R-trees, an MBR update
requires expensive per-node logging of the entire tree node to
provide atomicity and crash consistency. That is, all updated
nodes are duplicated as log entries, as shown in Fig. 2b and
then checkpointed to the R-tree index file later.

However, in byte-addressable PM, the per-node logging,
i.e., duplication of dirty data, incurs unnecessary memory
copy overhead. Instead of relying on expensive logging,
FBR-tree carefully enforces the order of store instructions to
preserve the invariants of R-tree index such that it guaran-
tees the failure-atomicity.

Algorithm 1 shows the insertion algorithm of FBR-tree.
First, we select a child node and enlarge the MBR of the child
node, as shown in Fig. 2a. Then, we call mfence and clflush

to persist the updated MBR. Note that we perform in-place
updates for the selected MBR (step 1 in the example) without
logging. AnMBR hasmultiple spatial coordinates, thus it can-
not be updated atomically. To guarantee failure-atomicity, we
may copy-on-write the MBR such that we retain the old MBR
while writing a new one. Then, we validate the new copy by
atomically flipping the valid bit of the old copy and the new
copy. However, we note that such a CoW is not necessary for
MBR updates because insertions only enlarge the size of the
MBRs. In other words, as long as the MBR contains all MBRs
of child nodes, MBR updates do not have to be atomic and the

Fig. 1. Node structure of FBR-tree. Fig. 2. Byte-addressable insertion in FBR-tree.
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write ordering of spatial coordinates does not violate the cor-
rectness of the index. For example, no matter whether the
boundary of the first dimension or the second dimension is
updated, the partially updatedMBRwill still include all child
MBRs. Suppose a system crashes after only one of the bound-
aries is overwritten. Subsequent queries will still successfully
find and visit the child node if their query ranges overlap the
child node’sMBR.

Algorithm 1. Insert(Obj Obj, Node *N, Node *Parent)

1: n!mutex.lock()
2: if node is NOT leaf then
3: locked = true;
4: pos = PickChild(obj.r, n);
5: n! child[pos].mbr = Combine(n! child[pos].mbr, obj.r);
6: persist(n! child[pos]); // step 1 in Fig. 2a
7: if n! child[pos] is NOT FULL then
8: n!mutex.unlock(); locked = false;
9: end if
10: c_sibling = Insert(obj, n! child[pos].ptr, parent);
11: if c_sibling is NOT NULL then
12: child node has split, c_sibling is its sibling node
13: Rect c_sibling_mbr = getMBR(sibling)
14: if n is also full then
15: create a splitLog (parent, current and a new sibling)
16: persist(splitLog);
17: sibling = split(n, c_sibling, parent);
18: n!mutex.unlock();
19: else
20: n! child[free].mbr = c_sibling_mbr;
21: persist(n! child[free]); // step 4 in Fig. 4.
22: n! child[pos].mbr = getMBR(n! child[pos]);
23: increase n! version and update valid bit of free;
24: persist(n!metadata); // step 5 in Fig. 4.
25: persist(n! child[pos].mbr); // step 6 in Fig. 4.
26: persist(n! child[pos].ptr!version = 1); // step 7
27: sibling = NULL;
28: n!mutex.unlock();
29: end if
30: else
31: sibling = NULL;
32: if locked is true then
33: n!mutex.unlock()
34: end if
35: end if
36: return sibling;
37: else
38: if n! bitmap is FULL then
39: create a splitLog (parent, current and sibling)
40: sibling = split(n, obj, parent);
41: else
42: pos = n! getFreeSpace()
43: n! child[pos] = obj;
44: persist(n! child[pos]); // step 2 in Fig. 2(a)
45: increase n! version and update valid bit of pos;
46: persist(n!metadata); // step 3 in Fig. 2(a)
47: sibling = NULL;
48: end if
49: n!mutex.unlock();
50: return sibling;
51: end if

We note that partially enlarged MBRs can hurt the effi-
ciency of the index because the partially enlarged MBR may
unnecessarily overlap incoming queries due to the dead
space, i.e., space that contains no data objects. However,
such false positive results do not hurt the correctness, and
the partially updated MBRs never return false negative
results. We also note that such a dead space problem is not
permanent since a dead space can be removed when a node
splits or when underutilized nodes merge.

On the way down to a leaf node, we keep updating MBRs
when necessary so that all ancestor nodes contain the new
spatial object. Once we find a leaf node and insert a new spa-
tial object, we search for free space by checking the bitmap in
the leaf node and store the object’s spatial coordinates in it
(step 2 in Fig. 2a). Then, we call mfence and clflush to per-
sist the new object. In the next step (step 3 in Fig. 2a), we
increase the version number and update the bitmap to vali-
date the new object. If the version number and bitmap are
stored in an 8-byte word, they can be atomically updated and
flushed. The version number update is necessary to enable a
lock-free search, which we will discuss in Section 4.1. If a sys-
tem crashes before the bitmap is updated, the written spatial
object will be ignored and considered as a free spacewhen the
system recovers, i.e., no recovery process is required. In such
a sense, the insertion algorithm of the FBR-tree is failure-
atomic although it does not perform logging.

3.3 Failure-Atomic Deletion

When an indexed spatial object is deleted from a tree node,
FBR-tree flips the valid bit of the object and flushes the bitmap
to persist it, as shown in the first step of Fig. 3. If the deleted
object is entirely within the MBR of its leaf node, the MBR of
the leaf node will not be modified. However, if the deleted
object shares at least one boundarywith theMBR of leaf node,
the MBR of the leaf node needs to be shruken by the deletion.
In such a case, we backtrack to the parent node and update
the leaf node’s MBR accordingly. To reconstruct the MBR, we
select the minimum and maximum boundaries in each
dimension and perform in-place updates to overwrite the
existing MBR. Again, we note that shrinking the MBR also
does not have to be atomic because partially updated MBR
does not affect the invariants of the index. In other words, no
matter what dimension has been updated and flushed to PM,
when a system crashes, the partially updated MBR will still
contain all valid spatial objects in the sub-tree, and itwill guar-
antee correct search results. Therefore, the FBR-tree deletion
algorithm is also failure-atomic and guarantees consistency.
Note that such in-place updates greatly reduce the amount of
I/O since transactions do not need to perform expensive log-
ging for each deletion or insertion.

Fig. 3. Byte-addressable deletion in FBR-tree.
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3.4 Failure-Atomic Page Split

Insertions and deletions often result in node overflows and
underflows, which respectively require nodes to split and
merge such that the tree height becomes re-balanced. In
disk-based R-trees and B-tree variants [4], [56], per-node
logging or journaling has been used because multiple tree
nodes including a parent node need to be updated atom-
ically. In legacy logging or journaling, unmodified portions
of tree nodes are duplicated in a log or journal file because
the minimum write granularity of disks is a disk page.
Such legacy disk-based logging not only increases the write
traffic but also blocks concurrent access to tree nodes.
Unlike a disk-based R-tree, FBR-tree re-balances the tree
height in a byte-addressable and failure-atomic manner
without explicit logging.

3.4.1 Byte-Addressable Copy-on-Write Split

Fig. 4a shows the steps required to perform byte-address-
able CoW when a node overflows. First, we allocate two
new nodes (node C and D) and copy half of the entries from
an overflow node to these nodes (steps 1 and 2 in the exam-
ple). We note that this is not different from legacy CoW.
However, unlike disk-based CoW, which can atomically
update the parent node via disk-based block I/O, the entire
parent node cannot be atomically updated in byte-address-
able PM. Hence, we need to carefully enforce the ordering
of 8-byte store and clflush instructions to update the par-
ent node in a failure-atomic manner. Once we add the new
MBRs and pointers to the parent node P (step 3 in the exam-
ple), we overwrite the bitmap via a single store instruction
and call clflush to persist it.

If a system crashes before we add the new nodes to the
parent, the index is consistent because nothing has been
changed to the parent node. If a system crashes after we add
the two new nodes to the parent node but before we update
the bitmap, the index is still consistent because the two child
nodes will be considered invalid, i.e., free spaces. PM heap
manager, such as Intel’s PMDK [20] or HPE’s NVMM [30]
should deal with memory leak problems. I.e., a PM heap
manager should create a log when it allocates a PM block.
Then, the heap manager can check whether each PM block is
being used by an application when a system recovers. If not,
the block must be garbage collected. Note that this is not a
requirement specific to our FBR-tree. All other PM-based

data structures also require this feature to prevent memory
leak problems. If a system crashes after the bitmap is
updated, the index is in a consistent state; thus, recovery is
not required.

CoW split updates three bits, two bits to validate new
nodes and another bit to invalidate the overflow node. If the
size of a bitmap is larger than 8 bytes, CoW split does not
provide failure-atomicity because three bits can be in differ-
ent words. Therefore, the maximum number of child nodes
we can store in each tree node is limited to 55. If we want a
tree node to have a larger number of child nodes, as shown
in Fig. 1b, we must use explicit logging to update a bitmap.
However, the size of a bitmap log will still be much smaller
than legacy per-node logging. If a system crashes before we
put a commit mark in the bitmap log, the logged bitmap
will be ignored, and the index will be in its previous consis-
tent state. If a system crashes after we put a commit mark in
the bitmap log, the index will be in a new consistent state.
Therefore, the byte-addressable CoW split algorithm is fail-
ure-atomic.

A drawback of a CoW split is that we need at least two
free spaces on the parent node. If there is only one last free
space in the parent node, the parent node cannot accommo-
date two new child nodes; thus the parent node also has to
split. For example, after we update the bitmap of parent
node P in the example shown in Fig. 4a, R2 will become a
free space. However, if another child node splits again,
node P must split even though there is a single free space.
Such a premature split degrades node utilization.

3.4.2 Byte-Addressable In-Place Split

The byte-addressable CoW split algorithm creates a copy
of all the MBRs of an overflow node, which we find ineffi-
cient. We can reduce the number of memory writes by
reusing the overflow node and creating a single new node
instead of two. Algorithm 2 shows the in-place split algo-
rithm, and Fig. 4b shows the in-place split algorithm steps
with an example.

First, we allocate memory space for a new sibling node
(C in the example) and copy half of the entries to this sibling
node. For the other half, we reuse the overflow node (B in
the example). In the second step, we set the version of the
overflow node to 0, which indicates that the node is splitting
and its MBR in the parent node may not reflect the actual
MBR of the node. Note that we have not added the new sib-
ling node (C) to the parent node, nor have the migrated
entries been invalidated in the overflow node, i.e., we have
not updated the bitmap of overflow node. Therefore, subse-
quent transactions do not miss any child nodes and the cor-
rectness of search operations is not compromised when a
node is in this state. In the next step (step 3), we add the
address and MBR (R11) of the new sibling node (C) to the
parent node. Note that the new MBR (R11) is not valid until
its corresponding bitmap is updated in the next step (step
4). Since we store the version and bitmap in the same 8-byte
word, the version and bitmap are atomically updated.
After validating the new child node, we update the MBR of
the overflow node to make it just small enough to include
the remaining MBRs (step 5). The MBR of the overflow
node must not be updated prior to validating a new child

Fig. 4. Order of memory writes for node split in FBR-tree.
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node. Otherwise, a query that searches for a migrated entry
may fail to find it. For example, suppose a query is search-
ing for R5 in Fig. 4b, which is migrated to node C. If we
reduce the area of R2, before adding C to the parent node,
R5 will not be included in the updated R2* and a concur-
rent query looking for R5 will not visit both node B and C.
As a result it will fail to find R5. To avoid this problem, the
ordering of each update must be strictly enforced. There-
fore, we call mfence and clflush in each step to guarantee
failure-atomicity and consistency. Finally, we increase the
overflow node’s version to indicate the split process has
completed (step 6). At the same time, we update the bitmap
to invalidate the node entries migrated to the right sibling
node. Again, we note that the version and bitmap are atom-
ically updated.

Algorithm 2. split_inplace(Node *N, Entry *new_entry)

1: sibling = create a sibling node;
2: cluster node entries into group A and B
3: add new_entry to either A or B
4: n! version = 0; // indicate this node is splitting
5: persist(n! version);
6: tmp_metadata.bitmap = n!bitmap;
7: for i = 0; i < size; i++ do
8: if n! branch[i] is in group B then
9: addEntry(sibling, n! child[i]);
10: tmp_metadata.bitmap[i] = 0;
11: end if
12: end for
13: sibling! version = 1;
14: persist(sibling); // persist a new sibling node
15: tmp_metata.version = 1;
16: n!metadata = tmp_metdata;
17: persist(n!metadata); // persist bitmap and version
18: parent = pop();
19: if parent is full then
20: if parent is root then
21: root_split(parent, sibling);
22: else
23: split(parent, sibling);
24: end if
25: else
26: AddEntry(parent, sibling);
27: end if

3.5 Failure-Atomic Node Merge

If deleting a key from a node causes an underflow, FBR-tree
redistributes entries between sibling nodes or merges two
nodes if they fit in a single node. In this section, we compare
two merge operation methods–(1) byte-addressable CoW
merge and (2) byte-addressable in-place merge.

3.5.1 Byte-Addressable Copy-on-Write Merge

The byte-addressable CoWmerge algorithm is similar to the
byte-addressable CoW split, but it performs the memory
writes in reverse order. Fig. 5a shows the steps required for
a merge operation. In the walking example, we delete an
entry from node B, which causes an underflow. Since the
leaf node B cannot borrow an entry from its sibling node C,
nodes B and C are to be merged. Therefore, we allocate a

new node D and copy R6, R7, R8, and R9 to this new node.
Then, we persist node D (step 1). In the next step, we add
the MBR of node D to the parent node P as in normal inser-
tion algorithm (step 2 and 3). Since the failure-atomic bit-
map update will invalidate two under-utilized nodes and
validate the new merged node atomically, the CoW merge
algorithm is failure-atomic.

3.5.2 Byte-Addressable In-Place Merge

Differing from the CoW split, the CoWmerge does not cause
the node utilization problem. However, CoW operations
require more memory copy operations than in-place updates.
Thus,wedesign and implement the in-placemerge algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 5b, when a node underflows, we copy
all entries from a sibling node to the underflow node (step
1), and update the bitmap to validate the migrated entries
(step 2). We set the version of node B to 0 to indicate that a
rebalancing operation is updating the underflow node and
its MBR in the parent node may not enclose all the MBRs of
the node. In the next step (step 3), the MBR of node B in the
parent node is updated to include all the entries migrated
from an underutilized node. Then, the bitmap of the parent
node and its version number are updated atomically to
invalidate the underflow node C (step 4). Once the under-
flow node is removed from the parent node, the version of
the merged node is increased (step 5) to indicate the merge
operation is completed.

4 CONCURRENCY AND CONSISTENCY

4.1 Lock-Free Search

With the increasing prevalence of many-core systems, the
importance of concurrent data structures also increases.
One challenge for concurrent data structures is the lock con-
tention between concurrent transactions. If a transaction
accesses a data structure while it is being modified by
another transaction, it may access the data structure in an
inconsistent state and return incorrect results. Various lock
methods have been used to protect data structures from
concurrent accesses. However, due to synchronization over-
head, lock methods often degrade the concurrency level
and degrade performance. To reduce the synchronization
overhead, various optimistic synchronization methods, i.e.,
lock-free search algorithms have been proposed in the

Fig. 5. Order of memory writes for node merge in FBR-tree.
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literature [14], [18], [25]. With optimistic synchronization,
search operations access data structures without acquiring
shared locks. Instead, search operations optimistically
access each node of the data structures and rollback when
they later find that they have accessed inconsistent nodes.

Algorithm 3. Search(Node *N, Query *Q)

1: hitCount = 0;
2: if n != leaf then
3: version = n! version;
4: initialize child_queue;
5: while true do
6: for i=0; i<n! size; i++ do
7: if branchOverlap(n!branch[i],q) && n!bitmap[i]==1

then
8: child_queue.push( n!branch[i] );
9: end if
10: end for
11: if version==n!version or n!version==0 then
12: – this node has not changed or it is being split
13: while !child_queue.empty() do
14: ret = Search(child_queue.front(), q);
15: if ret = BACKTRACK then
16: continue;
17: end if
18: child_queue.pop();
19: end while
20: break;
21: else
22: – this node has changed
23: remove all entries in childqueue
24: version = n!version;
25: end if
26: end while
27: else if n is leaf then
28: version = n! version;
29: initialize obj_queue;
30: for i=0; i< size; i++ do
31: if branchOverlap(n!branch[i],q) && n!bitmap[i]==1

then
32: – add an overlapping object to a result set
33: end if
34: end for
35: if version==n!version then
36: – this node has not changed
37: return a result set
38: else
39: – this node has changed
40: – remove objects found in this node from the result set
41: – backtrack to parent node and restart search
42: return BACKTRACK;
43: end if
44: end if
45: return resultSet

FBR-tree takes such an optimistic approach, and the non-
blocking search operations of the FBR-tree guarantee system-
wide progress and consistency. Each 8-byte store instruction
executed by the FBR-tree update algorithms preserves the
invariants of R-trees. Therefore, even if a write transaction is
making changes to an FBR-tree that are partially updated,
concurrent read transactions will find the invariants of FBR-

tree remain unchanged. I.e., concurrent read transactions can
construct a consistent view of tree nodes without waiting for
write transactions to release the exclusive lock.

The detailed algorithm of lock-free search in FBR-tree is
shown in Algorithm 3. In FBR-tree nodes, a version number
is stored along with a bitmap in each node to indicate the
node is in a transient inconsistent tree state, i.e., when an
entry in a tree node is added or deleted, its version number
is increased. When a search query visits a tree node, it
remembers its version number. Later, when the query is
done accessing the node, it verifies that the version number
has not changed. If the version has changed, the query
knows that the node has been modified. Then, the query
reads the node again to reflect the modifications. We note
that such version-based lock-free control is commonly used
in numerous lock-free concurrent structures [15].

A rollback operation is expensive, as it may repeat reading
the same node many times. However, as we will show in
Section 5, the rollback operation occurs very rarely. Therefore,
lock-free search with rollback operations is often less expen-
sive than the reader-writer lock mechanism because a reader-
writer lock requires read transactions performmemorywrites
for each node visit [15], [18]. Besides, a write transaction
updates only a few cachelines in a tree node. Therefore, read-
ing the same node often benefits fromCPU cache hits.

4.2 Serializability

Let us consider the serializability of concurrent read and
write transactions. We assume each write transaction inserts
a single spatial object. If a write transaction inserts multiple
objects into different leaf nodes, multidimensional range
queries that perform backtracking in a lock-free manner
may encounter phantom reads and work in read uncommitted
mode [46]. That is, range queries may find some, but not all
of the objects inserted by a concurrent write transaction.

Note that FBR-tree insertion, deletion, split, and merge
algorithms do not allow lock-free writes. I.e., we use legacy
exclusive locking to avoid write-write conflicts. This is
because the FBR-tree must guarantee not only byte-address-
able consistency but also durability as an additional challenge.

4.2.1 Non-Splitting Insertion

Let us consider the most straightforward case first – a write
transaction that does not split a node. Consider the example
shown in Fig. 2a. Suppose a read transaction accesses node B
while another write transaction attempts to store MBR R into
the same node. If the read transaction reads the node prior to
its bitmap being updated, the read transaction returns with-
out reading R because the bitmap is not updated. In this case,
the two transactions are serializable without incurring any
consistency issue (read ! write). If the write transaction
updates the bitmap before the read transaction returns, our
search algorithm makes the read transaction access the node
again. Thus, it will read the new MBR R. In this case, the two
transactions are also serializable (write ! read). We omit a
discussion of deletions due to its symmetrywith insertions.

4.2.2 Byte-Addressable CoW Split

Now, consider the byte-addressable CoW split using the
example shown in Fig. 4a. Suppose a read transaction
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accesses node B and returns to its parent node P while
another write transaction is making changes to P using
CoW. If the version of node P is not yet changed, the read
transaction does not have to read the new spatial object
written by the write transaction. Thus, the read transaction
will successfully return, and the two transactions are serial-
izable (read ! write). If the write transaction has already
updated the bitmap of node P, the read transaction will dis-
card the results found in leaf node B and visit new child
nodes C and D. Again, the two transactions are serializable
(write! read).

4.2.3 Byte-Addressable in-Place Split: Proof Sketch

As for the in-place split, we update the version of overflow
node twice as shown in Fig. 4b. Therefore, the serializability
for the in-place split is rather complicated.

Fig. 6 shows the state transition diagram with concurrent
in-place updates and read queries, i.e., it shows all possible
execution orderings of concurrent read and write transac-
tions. The solid arrow indicates the version change of an
overfull node and its parent node. In FBR-tree, whenever a
tree node is updated, its version number is updated. The
dashed arrow indicates the version change of a node—the
node version when a read transaction accesses the first
MBR in the node, and the version when it is done with
accessing all the MBRs of the node.

i) Case A in Fig. 6 is trivial. If a read transaction accesses
an overfull node and returns to its parent node prior to the
overfull node’s version being set to zero, the transactions
are serializable (read ! write). If the version of overfull
node (n.V) is not 0, then the read query checks whether the
version numbers have been changed. If they have been
changed, the query reads the nodes again to guarantee seri-
alizability (write! read).

ii) In the case of B, a read transaction starts accessing an
overfull node before a write transaction splits it. When the
read transaction is done with the overfull node, it finds out
that the overfull node is now being split. However, since
the version of overfull node (n.V) is 0, not 1, the overfull
node has not deleted any migrated entries. That is, the read
transaction has processed all the sub-trees of the overfull
node, and it will return correct search results. Therefore, the
read transaction does not need to access its new sibling
node and guarantees serializability (read!write).

iii) Case C also guarantees serializability (read ! write).
In case of C, a query visits an overfull node after it verifies
the version of its parent node, as shown in Algorithm 3.

Even if the overfull node splits and a new sibling node is
added to the parent node, the query will not detect the split
and return the same search results as in the case when the
node has not split.

iv) In the case of D, a read transaction accesses an over-
full node that is being split. Although a new sibling node
could have been created, the overfull node has not deleted
migrated entries. I.e., the in-place split algorithm deletes
migrated entries when we set the version (n.V) to one.
Therefore, the read transaction ignores its new sibling node
and backtracks to the parent node, which guarantees the
serializability (read!write).

v) Case E is similar to C. I.e., a read transaction verifies
the version of the parent node before it visits its overfull
child node. Therefore, the read transaction will not detect a
new sibling node and return the same search results with
the case when the node has not split. As such, it guarantees
serializability (read!write).

vi) Case F is the opposite case of B. I.e., a read transaction
starts accessing an overfull node while it is being split.
When the read transaction is done with accessing the over-
full node, it will find out the overfull node has completed
the split. Therefore, the read transaction could have missed
some sub-trees that were migrated to its new sibling node.
To guarantee correct search results, our search algorithm
makes the query backtrack to the parent node and restart
tree traversals from the parent node.

vii) In the case of G, a read transaction accesses an over-
full node after its new sibling node has already been added
to the parent node. I.e., if the query range overlaps the MBR
of the new sibling node, the read transaction will access the
right sibling node when it backtracks to the parent node.
I.e., it guarantees serializability (write ! read). Although
the MBR of the overfull node could have been shrunken in
the parent node, the read transaction may access the sub-
trees that are migrated to the new sibling node due to the
overlap between the overfull node and the right sibling
node. Therefore, some sub-trees can be visited multiple
times, which is not necessary. To avoid unnecessary multi-
ple visits to the same sub-trees, we make read transactions
to track the versions of visited tree nodes. Alternatively,
read transactions may perform deduplication, which may
hurt the search performance due to redundant node visits.

viii) In the case of H, a read transaction will detect the
version of an overfull node is changed while it is reading
the MBRs in the node. Since the read transaction could have
missed some sub-trees that were migrated to the sibling
node, the read transaction has to rollback and read the
MBRs of the overfull node again to guarantee serializability
(write! read).

ix) The case I does not occur in FBR-tree since the version
of a tree node monotonically increases except when a node
splits. Even if both child and parent nodes split recursively,
the overfull child and parent nodes will keep the entries
migrated to their new sibling nodes until they finish splits.
Therefore, concurrent read transactions can access those
nodes in a non-blocking manner.

We note that serializability is optional in many scientific
applications and in database OLAP transactions [46]. If an
application does not require serializability and strong con-
sistency, our search algorithm may omit to check the

Fig. 6. State transitions with concurrent in-place updates (n: overfull
node, P: parent node).
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version metadata and rollback operations to improve the
concurrent query performance.

4.3 Recoverability

If a byte-addressable data structure enables lock-free search
with persistent memory, the recovery process can be greatly
simplified when a system crashes [18], [38]. I.e., even if a
system crashes while a write transaction is making changes
to an FBR-tree, subsequent transactions will find the par-
tially written FBR-tree preserves the invariants of FBR-tree,
and it can construct a consistent view of FBR-tree. The only
corner case a recovery process needs to take care of is the
node whose version is 0, which means rebalancing opera-
tion has not completed when a system crashes. Suppose a
system crashes before the version of an overfull node is set
to zero (state 1 in Fig. 6). Since nothing has been changed in
the index, recovery is trivial. If a recovery process finds a
node’s version is 0, it has to determine whether it is in state
2 or 3. If a node is in state 2, its MBR in the parent node will
match the actual MBR or the overfull node. Also, the over-
full node will not have any duplicate sub-trees with its sib-
ling node. If the recovery process finds a node is in state 2, it
recovers from the failure by simply setting the version of
the overfull node to a positive number. If a node is in state
3, its MBR in the parent node may not match the actual
MBR of the overfull node, and there must be a sibling node
with the same sub-trees with the overfull node. To recover
from state 3, the recovery process invalidates duplicate sub-
trees by updating the overfull node’s version and bitmap.

5 EVALUATION

We designed and implemented variants of FBR-trees and
evaluate their performance on a workstation that has two
Intel Xeon Gold 6230 processors (20 cores, 2.1 GHz, 20 x
32 KB instruction cache, 20 x 32 KB data cache, 20 x 1024 KB
L2 cache, and 27.5 MB L3 cache), 375 GB of DDR4 DRAM
and 732 GB Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (DCPM).
To create and manage FBR-trees in DCPM, we use Persis-
tent Memory Development Kit (PMDK), which is designed
by Intel to facilitate programming for persistent memory.
To make use of atomic 8-byte instructions, we allocate a sin-
gle large pool for each index and call pmemobj_alloc()
for each tree node inside the pool, which returns an 8-byte
offset to the node in the pool. For failure-atomicity, we care-
fully enforce the ordering of mfence and clwb instruction
rather than using the PMDK transaction APIs, which per-
forms expensive logging. We note that providing a

directory name as the pool path allows the pool to dynami-
cally create memory-mapped files, which removes the user-
imposed limit on the size of the pool.

In the evaluation experiments, we used two datasets.
One is a time series multidimensional taxi service trajectory
dataset that has more than 80 million polylines and a total
of nine attributes.1 Since the real dataset is not large enough
to sufficiently utilize 732 GB persistent memory of our
testbed, we generate a synthetic 80 GB 3D point datasets in
random distribution. For both datasets, we generated syn-
thetic range queries simulating a varying number of users
posing queries to the index, modeled as a Poisson process.
The workload generator creates range queries from various
synthetic distributions such as uniform, zipfian, and Z-
order curve. We present the performance results of query
workloads in uniform distribution and Z-order curve, but
the results of other workloads are not significantly different.

When inserting spatial objects, our implementation of
FBR-tree uses the least enlargement algorithm [13] to select
a child node. Although there exist numerous hueristics
when selecting a child node, we note that those optimiza-
tions are irrelevant to the byte-addressability and persis-
tency of FBR-tree, and FBR-tree can employ such
optimizations to improve the efficiency of index.

5.1 Byte-Addressable CoW Split Versus
In-Place Split

In the first set of experiments shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, we
insert 80 million Taxi trajectory polylines into an FBR-tree
and measure the average query latency while increasing the
size of bitmaps, i.e., the node degree. Unlike disk-based
data structures, each node size does not have to match the
disk block size. I.e., the tree node size is a performance tun-
ing parameter that can be set arbitrarily in in-memory data
structures. In disk-based R-trees, the degree of a node
decreases as the dimension increases, which aggravates the
well-known curse of dimensionality problem. However, the
FBR-tree node size does not have to match the disk block
size. Thus, the degree of a node in FBR-tree nodes is inde-
pendent of the dimension. When the bitmap size is 7 bytes,
i.e., when the degree of a node is 55, FBR-tree does not
require bitmap logging when rebalancing because the bit-
map can be atomically updated via 8-byte store instruction.
For larger bitmap sizes, FBR-tree requires bitmap logging
because the bitmap that spans multiple words cannot be
updated atomically without logging.

Fig. 7. Insertion performance with varying node size (AVG. of 5 Runs). We varied the degree of tree nodes by increasing the bitmap size. A larger
node degree reduces the tree height at the cost of increased processing time of each node, which offsets the performance gain obtained by reducing
the tree height.

1. The dataset is available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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In the experiments, we compare the performance of three
rebalancing methods. CoW denotes the performance of byte-
addressable copy-on-write split, In-place denotes the
performance of byte-addressable in-place split, and Log-

ging denotes the performance of legacy per-node logging.
(traversal) denotes the tree traversal time, which
includes the MBR computations and LLC misses caused by
node visits, and (clflush) denotes the time to update PM,
i.e., the overhead of pmemobj_alloc(), store, mfence,
and clflush instructions.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of insert queries. Overall,
the non-byte-addressable legacy Logging, demonstrates
the worst performance because it duplicates entire dirty
nodes to the logging space, which is dynamically allocated
and deallocated. CoW also shows worse performance than
In-place but better performance than Logging. This is
because CoW does not duplicate the parent node when a
node splits, but Logging creates a copy of the parent node.
When a node splits, In-place calls pmemobj_alloc()

only once for a new sibling node. However, CoW calls pme-
mobj_alloc() twice for two new nodes, and Logging

calls the pmemobj_alloc() once more for the parent node
update. Therefore, the number of clflush required for
Logging is approximately 12 and 23 percent greater than
that of In-place and CoW, respectively. In particular, In-
place is up to 19.8 percent faster than CoW in terms of node
update time (clflush). Relative to tree traversal time
(traversal), In-place is also approximately 5.1 per-
cent faster than CoW because In-place invalidates cache-
lines from CPU caches less frequently than CoW and
Logging. Therefore, In-place spends less time selecting
a child node.

The CoW split algorithm’s side effect is that it leaves free
space in the middle of an array because the old entry for an
overflowing child node is marked as free space. Such frag-
mentation can degrade the tree node lookup performance.
Because of the free space in the middle, the ordering of
MBRs in each tree node can be different depending on

whether we use CoW or In-place, which accounts for the
difference in traversal time.

Fig. 7c shows the number of bit flips. PM technologies
only support a limited number of writes per cell, and bit
flipping consumes most of the power required for PM; thus,
the number of bit flipping is an important performance met-
ric in PM systems. The results demonstrate that In-place
reduces the number of bits flipped by up to 23 and 36 per-
cent over CoW and Logging, respectively.

Fig. 8 shows the range query performance. With larger
bitmap sizes, the node degree increases and tree height is
reduced. However, a large number of node degree requires
more comparisons against MBRs in each node; therefore,
search performance degrades as the degree increases.
Although the search performance in read-only workloads is
slightly affected by CoW and In-Place split algorithms, it
is known that the search performance is highly dependent
on various heuristic MBR reduction algorithms rather CoW

or In-place [13]. We note that such heuristic MBR reduc-
tion techniques are irrelevant to the byte-addressable persis-
tent memory, and beyond the scope of this work. For the
rest of the experiments, we set the bitmap size to 23 bytes
(183 bits) because this gave the fastest insertion performance
with all three schemes.

Fig. 9 shows the performance of splitting insert queries,
i.e., the queries that result in node splits. In particular, the
rebalancing methods make a significant difference in node
split performance. We note that Fig. 7 shows how different
node split algorithms affect the average insertion perfor-
mance, i.e., the split overhead is averaged over all other
insert queries that do not split nodes. Since a node split
modifies more than three nodes, it calls a much larger num-
ber of clflush instructions than the average. When the
node degree is 247, the legacy logging scheme flushes more
than 388 cachelines. Due to such a large number of cacheline
flushes, the time taken to flush cachelines accounts for over
94 percent (94 percent for In-Place, 96 percent for CoW,
and 97 percent for Logging). The node split time increases
linearly as the degree of node increases. However, it is note-
worthy that the overall average insertion performance,
shown in Fig. 7a does not change significantly because the
frequency of node split decreases as the node size increases.

5.2 Index Size Effect

In the experiments shown in Fig. 10, we generated a very
large number of synthetic 3D points in uniform distribution
and varied the number of indexed data points to evaluate
the scalability of FBR-tree. Overall, In-place consistently

Fig. 8. Search performance with varying rebalancing methods.

Fig. 9. Performance of insert queries that split overfull nodes. In-place updates reduces the number of cacheline flushes and improves the node split
performance.
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outperforms CoW by 6.5�17 percent. If we insert 3200 mil-
lion records, both CoW and In-place create FBR-trees with
a total size of about 170 GB. Insertion of 3200 million records
into an empty FBR-tree on our testbed machine takes about
7.4 and 8 hours for CoW and In-place, respectively. How-
ever, we observe that the average insertion time is rather
insensitive to the index size because the insertion time
depends on the tree height, which increases on a log scale,
but not by the index size. Fig. 10 shows the average inser-
tion time increases only by 45 and 51 percent for CoW and
In-place as we increase the number of indexed data from
200 million to 3200 million.

5.3 Concurrency and Recoverability

In the experiments shown in Fig. 11, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of multi-threaded FBR-trees on Optane DCPM. We
implemented the lock-free search algorithm we described in
Section 4.1 and the crabbing protocol [46] as a baseline,
which uses std::shared_mutex class in C++17.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 11a, we increase the
number of concurrent threads that submit insert and search
queries into FBR-trees with 1 million Taxi trajectory poly-
lines. Each thread alternates between three insert queries
and seven search queries. We use a relatively small dataset
for this experiment because lock-contention occurs more
frequently when the index is small. As the number of con-
current threads increases, the throughput of lock-free imple-
mentations improves up to 32 threads while std::

shared_mutex implementation does not scale well over 16
threads due to the lock contention. Note that the crabbing
protocol we use for insert transactions must hold an exclu-
sive lock on a parent node until its child node splits, or it
determines that its child node has sufficient free space such
that a split is not required. Therefore, due to lock contention
in upper-level tree structures, both CoW and In-place that
use the crabbing protocol do not scale well and they fail to
benefit from high parallelism. This result shows that lock
contention becomes a dominant performance factor rather
than the memory access operations. In contrast, the lock-

free implementations of CoW and In-place gain up to 2.6x
and 2.4x higher throughputs than the crabbing protocol ver-
sions, respectively. We note that lock-free read algorithm
also suffers from concurrent access to the same node, i.e., it
performs rollback operations if it detects a node version
change. However, Fig. 11b shows the probability of roll-
backs, i.e., the number of rollback operations divided by the
number of visited nodes, is as low as 0.06 percent when 64
threads are concurrently accessing the same FBR-tree.

It is noteworthy that the performance of lock-free imple-
mentations becomes saturated when the number of threads
exceeds the number of cores in a single socket, which is
because of NUMA effects. It has been reported that NUMA
effects for Optane DCPM are much more significant than
they are for DRAM [1]. We note that our testbed machine
has 6 interleaved DCPM’s across two NUMA sockets. With
interleaved DCPMs, we believe there is not much that user-
level applications can do to avoid NUMA effects. However,
with non-interleaved DCPMs, user-level applications may
create a separate pool for each NUMA node and decide
which pool to use. However, we note that NUMA locality
in a hierarchical tree structure is a hard problem. Suppose a
tree node splits and we need to decide which pool to use for
the new node. If we place the new tree node in the same
NUMA node with the overfull node, the whole tree struc-
ture will reside in a single NUMA node. If we place the new
tree node in a different NUMA node in a round-robin fash-
ion, it will not make much difference from the case when
we use interleaved DCPMs. We leave the optimization of
hierrachical tree structures for non-interleaved PM pools as
our future work.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 11c, we run 40 threads
that alternate submitting a different number of insert and
search queries. We note that the range query execution time
is much higher than the insertion time. Although a read
transaction does not call clflush instructions, a multidi-
mensional range query traverses a much larger number of
tree nodes up and down because there can be multiple child
nodes that overlap a given query. On the contrary, the num-
ber of nodes that a write transaction visits is limited by the
tree height.

Similar to the results shown in Fig. 11a, the shared lock
implementations suffer more from lock contention as we sub-
mit more insert queries. Although write transactions in lock-
free search implementations also use exclusive write locks,
search transactions can access tree nodes without acquiring
shared locks. Therefore, the lock contention is much less seri-
ous than shared lock implementations. However, we note
that a write transaction in lock-free search implementations

Fig. 10. Insertion performance with varying index size.

Fig. 11. Performance of multi-threaded FBR-tree.
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can be blocked if another thread’s write transaction holds an
exclusive lock. As our workload runs multiple threads that
submit queries in a batch, the blocked write transaction also
blocks subsequent read transactions in the same thread. As a
result, as we submit more insert queries, lock contention gets
worse and the throughput decreases.

The experiments shown in Fig. 11d are similar to those
shown in Fig. 11c except that we submit clustered queries.
That is, instead of the Taxi trajectory dataset, we generate
synthetic 3D points using Z-order curve. Z-curve order is
one of the well known space-filling curves that preserve
spatial locality. If we insert data points in the order of
Z-values, transactions are likely to access the same tree
nodes and suffer more from lock contention. However,
interestingly, Fig. 11d shows that the throughput of all
implementations are higher than the Taxi trajectory dataset.
This is because the Z-curve workload has a very high local-
ity and all implementations benefit from CPU cache hits.

It is also noteworthy that the throughput of lock-free
implementations improves if insert queries account for
more than 40 percent. This is because range queries are
much slower than insert queries in R-trees. I.e., each concur-
rent thread submits a fewer number of long running
queries. Therefore, the throughput improves. However, if
we submit a larger number of insert queries, the shared lock
implementations suffer from a larger number of exclusive
locks, and the throughput degrades.

Note that these experiments with multi-threaded FBR-
trees not only evaluate the scalability but also show the
instant recoverability of FBR-tree. We run a large number of
search queries while write transactions, which make various
tree nodes transiently inconsistent, are often suspended by
the OS. A large number of read transactions concurrently
access those partially updated nodes but return correct
results. Even if a system crashes and partially updated tree
nodes are persistently stored, concurrent read transactions
can construct a consistent view of index because the invari-
ants of FBR-tree are not violated. Therefore, read transac-
tions can return correct search results. We also performed
software error testing to validate the crash consistency of
FBR-trees empirically and verified that partially updated
FBR-tree nodes do not affect the invariants of index. It
should be noted that the nodes with version 0 affect the per-
formance, but they do not affect correctness since duplicate
records can be detected and removed from result sets.

5.4 PM Latency Effect

Although Intel’s Optane DCPM is on the market, it is not
the only emerging byte-addressable persistent memory

technology, but other emerging persistent memory technolo-
gies, such as STT-MRAM [16], PCM [54], and battery-backed
NVDIMM are expected to offer a large performance spec-
trum [23]. Therefore, we use Quartz, a DRAM-based PM
latency emulator [31], [51] to vary the PM latency whenmea-
suring the performance of FBR-tree. We note that Quartz has
been used in numerous previous studies [3], [17], [18], [24],
[33], [38], [41], [45], [52], [52]. Quartz models PM latency by
inserting stall cycles at the boundaries of a small time inter-
val called epoch. In our experiments, the minimum andmaxi-
mum epochs are set to 5 and 10 nsec, respectively. We
assume that PM bandwidth is the same as that of DRAM
because Quartz does not allow us to emulate latency and
bandwidth simultaneously.

We note that we run this experiments on a different
testbed since Quartz is not supported by the latest 7th and
8th Intel Xeon processors, which is required by Optane
DCPM, but only by old Haswell processors. Therefore, we
run Quartz experiments on a workstation that has four Intel
Xeon Haswell-EX E7-4809 v3 processors (8 cores, 2.0 GHz,
8 x 32 KB instruction cache, 8 x 32 KB data cache, 8 x 256 KB
L2 cache, and 20 MB L3 cache) and 64 GB of DDR3 DRAM.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 12, we insert 80 million
polylines in batches and breakdown the insertion time spent
on each query as the read and write latencies of PM vary. In
Fig. 12a, we set the read latency of PM to that of DRAM but
increase the write latency. Therefore, tree traversal times
are unaffected by PM write latency; however, the cacheline
flush overhead increases as PM write latency is increased.
In-place calls fewer cacheline flushes than CoW; thus, the
performance gap between In-place and CoW is widened
up to 9 percent due to the difference in flush overhead.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 12b, we vary both PM
read and write latencies using Quartz on the Haswell proces-
sor testbedmachine.We also run the same experiments using
Optane DCPM on the other Gold processor testbed. The read
latency of the local node memory in Haswell testbedmachine
is approximately 100 nsec. The average insertion time
increases as we increase both read and write latencies. Inter-
estingly, insertion performance is more sensitive to PM write
latency than read latency due to the CPU cache effects.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 12c,we generate synthetic
range queries in uniform distribution and submit 10,000
queries in a batch. The average selection ratio of the range
queries is set to 1.9 percent. Note that we do not show the
results of other selection ratios because no critical differences
are observed.Aswe increase the read latency of PM, the query
latency also increases; however, this does not result in a differ-
ence in the relative performance of the two splitmethods.

Fig. 12. Performance with Varying PM Latency (AVG. of 5 Runs). We vary the PM latencies using the PM emulator on Intel Haswell processors and
compare the performance against Optane DCPM on Intel Gold processors.
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6 CONCLUSION

In this study, we have designed and implemented Failure-
atomic Byte-addressable R-tree to obtain the most benefit
from byte-addressability and the high-performance of PM.
We carefully control the order of store and cacheline flush
instructions and prevent single store instructions from mak-
ing the FBR-tree inconsistent. Our performance study demon-
strates that the FBR-tree reduces legacy logging overhead. In
addition, the lock-free range query algorithm shows up to 2.6
times higher query processing throughput than the shared
lock-based crabbing concurrency protocol. We also show that
our FBR-tree on PM improves the performance of range query
on HDF datasets by three orders of magnitude against the
standardHDF-EOS range query functions.
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